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to his senses, and honours Ranaka, the wife of her fallen
enemy as the Sati.
Manjarl is a different type of woman altogether. She is
a highly intellectual person deeply versed in the intricacies
of Samsk^ta learning. Her ideals have been nourished on
the glorious myth of the great Brahmana warrior, Parasu
R^ma, and she proudly refuses to look at the puny men of
her days. When Kaka first comes to her notice, she has
nothing but contempt for this vagabond trooper who
knows no word of Sarhskrt Kaka sets about to win her.
And when he performs valorous deeds, she flings her pride
away, and gives herself to him body and soul. Manjarl is
one women in a thousand. Her tragic death at the end of
the third volume leaves the reader with tears in his eyes.
Manjarl has been the most brilliant and the most popular
heroine in modern GujaratI fiction.
Her lover, Kaka, can be best described as an overgrown
boy in his love for adventure and fighting. But. he has a
diplomat's wisdom. Jayasiiiha resents it and is afraid of
him. Though a loyal enough subject, he is the soul of honour
and has the courage to face the king when he is in the
wrong. Kaka is a figure to love. He will be to the boys ol
Gujarata what Richard the Lion-hearted is to England's
youth*
Thus history is made to live in a way as had never be-
fore been done in GujaratI. These three great works indeed
are assured of a lasting place in the literature,
PrthivivaUabha is another historical novel dealing with
the romantic figure of Mufija of Dhara, the great lover of
art and learning, and based on Munjarnsa in Pro-
bandhadnt&mani.1 The language is much more Sams-
krtised than in the earlier novels. This work has been
rendered into Hindi and Marathl, and staged, screened and
recently acquired for a talkie. Considered as a work of art
it is an exquisite cameo, and is the best of the author's
romances.
When Tailapa decides to put Mufija to death and at the
same time to publicly humiliate his sister MpalavatI,
Plot, vide p, 57

